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1 Introduction 
Despite its impressive success it is generally believed that the Standard Model is still not 
the final theory of fundamental particle interactions. At present, one of the most attractive 
possibilities of extending the Standard Model is provided by supersymmetry (SUSY). A 
supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model allows us to incorporate in a natural 
way elementary scalar particles such as the Higgs boson into a quantum field theoretical 
framework. Moreover, it may enable us to relate the weak symmetry breaking scale to the 
grand unification scale [1, 2, 3]. 

If these ideas about 'low-energy' supersymmetry are true, one expects the supersym
metric particles to have masses below or about 1 TeV. The possibility that some of the 
SUSY particles may have masses even much lower than this value has tremendously 
stimulated the interest in experimental searches at the present accelerators (CERN-SppS-
Collider, FNAL-Tevatron, TRISTAN, LEP100). The search for supersymmetry will also 
play an important role in the future; when experiments at higher energies can be per
formed. 

In this paper we shall describe how supersymmetric particles could be detected at the 
new colliders HERA, LEP200, LHC, SSC, and at a possible future linear e +e~ collider. We 
shall present theoretical predictions for production cross sections and decay probabilities, 
as well as for the important signatures. Our calculations will be based on the Minimal 
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) which is the simplest supersymmetric extension 
of the Standard Model. 

Like the Standard Model, the MSSM is based on the 5t/(3) x SU{2) x U(l) gauge 
symmetry group, spontaneously broken down to St/(3) x C/(l)«m. It has the minimal 
particle content, i.e. it contains the known particles, the gauge bosons, quarks and leptons, 
plus their superpartners, the gauginos (g, W*, Z,y), squarks q and sleptons I. As is well 
known, two Higgs doublets are necessary, H\ = (^,°,//f) and H2 = (//j",//°), together 
with their superpartners, the higgsinos {H^^H^). 
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The non-strongly interacting gauginos mix with the higgsinos to form corresponding 
mass eigenstates. There are two pairs of charginos \Tt * = *»2, and four neutralinos 
xf, i = 1,...,4, in order of their mass eigenvalues. The masses and couplings of the 
charginos and neutralinos are determined by the corresponding mass matrices [2,4j. These 
depend on the parameters M, A/', //, and tan/? = vj/tv M and M' are the SU(2) and 
U(l) gaugino masses, sometimes also called A/j (or m,/2) and Mi, respectively, ft is the 
mass parameter introduced in the superpotential term pH\Hi. V\ and u2 are the vacuum 
expectation values of the two Higgs doublets. In the following we shall use the relations 
M/mg — (0:2/0:3) « 0.3 and, assuming GUT, SI'I SI - (5/3) tan 2 0\v ~ 0.5, where m9 is 
the gluino mass. Without loss of generality we take SI > 0. 

To the two chirality states of the charged leptons and quarks correspond the right 
and left scalar particles CR, £1 and fa, q\. The masses of the scalar particles follow from 
renormalization group equations [5] 

m A * = m ? + m° + CW'X1' ± mz c o s 2ftTi ~ & s i n 2 °w) ( u ) 
where T( and Ql are the third component of the weak isospin and charge of the corre
sponding left- or right-handed fermion, mo is the common scalar mass at the unification 
point, and C{lR) as 0.23, C{lL) - C[yt) « 0.79, C{qL) % 10.8, C(fa) « 10.1. Usually, 
fi and fn are to a good approximation also mass eigenstates. An exception may be the 
scalar top quark where there is fj, - in mixing proportional to the large top quark mass. 

The MSSM contains five physical Higgs particles: h°. H°, /4°(0~) and H*. In lowest 
order the masses of the Higgs particles are given in terms of two parameters (commonly 
used rriA and tan/?), implying the bounds nif-jt < mz < rn^o, m^p < m^ < IUHO, m^± > 
mw [6]. Radiative corrections can change these tree level masses appreciably due to the 
large top quark mass (7, 8]. It is possible that m ô > mz and/or m^ > m^. 

Moreover, an analysis of the renormalization group equations based on radiative elec-
troweak symmetry breaking suggests tan/3 to be in the range 1 < tan/3 < mtjirn. 

In the MSSM the multiplicative quantum number fi-parity is conserved [11. = +1 
for standard model particles including Higgs bosons. R = —I for the supersymmetric 
particles). This implies that there is a lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) which is 
stable and into which all supersymmetric particles eventually decay. A further consequence 
is that supersymmetric particles can only be produced in pairs. Usually, the lightest 
neutralino x° is assumed to be the LSP. 

To summarize, the following four basic parameters are necessary to specify the SUSY 
particle sector of the MSSM: ni0, SI, /z and tan /?. For the description of the Higgs sector, 
at least one further parameter is needed (apart from the top quark mass mt), for which 
usually niA is taken. Production cross sections as well as decay rates depend in a charac
teristic way on these parameters. Here a systematic study of this dependence in the whole 
parameter space relevant for this energy will be performed. 

In Sect. 2 we shortly review the present experimental bounds and give the expectations 
for SUSY particle production at future colliders. In Sect. 3, 4, and 5 we treat SUSY 
particle production and decay in e + e", pp, and ep collisions, respectively. Sect. 6 contains 
a summary. In the Appendix we give formulae for the e +e" production cross sections and 
for the three-body decays of charginos and neutralinos. 



2 Present Experimental Bounds and Expectations 
For the charged scalar partners of the fcrmions the LEP experiments have led to the bound 
mj > 45 GeV, and similarly for charginos m^* > 16 GeV [9]. From the invisible width 
of the Z° one can derive T?I$ > 42 GeV. An analysis (10) of the CDF data, taking into 
account cascade decays, has given the lower bound mj > 135 GeV, whereas for squarks 
the limits >»,- > 170 GeV (for m-9 < m,-) and m,- > 130 GeV (for m,- < m$ < 400 GeV) 
are obtained, assuming that all squark masses are equal. However, due to it — tu mixing 
the stop mass could be much smaller, even below 100 GeV [11]. With M « 0.3m$ the 
bound on the gluino mass implies M > 40 GeV. From this and the negative neutralino 
searches at the Z° one can derive trip > 19 GeV for the lightest neutralino. 

The present experimental bounds on the neutral Higgs particles in the MSSM, includ
ing one-loop radiative corrections are m^ > 41 GeV and m.4 > 20 GeV [9]. At present 
the experimental data do not restrict tan/?. 

In the LEP energy range (y/s < 190 GeV) charged sleptons and charginos can be ob
served if their masses are below 90 GeV. The supersymmetry parameter region accessible 
is very roughly m 0 < 90 GeV, and M < 90 GeV with j/i| arbitrary, or |/i| < 90 GeV with 
M arbitrary. At the LHC and SSC gluinos and squarks with masses up to around 1 TeV 
can be detected. This implies that the region »770 < 1 TeV and XI < 300 GeV can be 
explored. 

An e + e - collider at \fs = 500 GeV allows chargino and selectron searches up to a 
mass of approximately 250 GeV. This yields an accessible parameter region of roughly 
77j0 < 250 GeV, and M < 250 GeV with \fi\ arbitrary, or \n\ < 250 GeV with M arbitrary. 

3 e+e~~ Collisions 
In e + e" collisions the following SUSY particle processes are the most important ones 

and would give direct evidence for supersymmetry: 

e + e" - xt + Xj, *',;' = 1,2 (3.1) 
.4 (3.2) 

(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 

In order to work out suitable signatures it is also necessary to study the decays of these 
particles. 

The three-body decays of charginos and neutralinos are: 

xt -» /+ + /" + xt, q + q + xt '*+ V +**. <H q" + xl (3.7) 
x? - i+ +1' + xl, q + q + xl /*+ (y +xt> q + q' + xt- (3.8) 

If kinematically allowed, the two-body decays will be the dominant ones: 

xt - Z? + xt h0(A°oTH°) + xt, W*+*!,#* + # (3-9) 
*? - Z° + Xl W* + xh h°(A°n H°) + xl H* + xl (3.10) 

e+e- —• \'? + X°, i,j = l 
e+e~ —* *LR + H.R 
e + e - — > f'tn + ßi,R 
e + e - - + V + V 

e + e" —• qi,R + qLiIl-
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Fig. 1: Parameter region of M, 
It, for tan/? = 4, explorable at 
LEP200 by chargino and 
neutralino searches. Shown are 
border lines for: XiX? (- • - • - ) , 
x?x5 ( ), xt xr (- - -) 
production at y/s = 190 GeV. 
Also shown is the region 
excluded by chargino searches at 
the 2°. 
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The produced sfermions fi,tn (slepton or squark) decay into a fermion / (lepton or quark) 
and a reutralino y$ or chargino xt'-

h,R -» e + ,\'°, h-*v + xT (3-11) 

*L - * + * ? , e - + x f (3.12) 

?L,Ä -» 9 + X?, 91 -» ?' + X?. «L -* d + xf, 4 -+ u + X,~- (3-13) 

In this section we consider only squarks corresponding to light quark flavours. If the gluino 
is lighter than the squark, then the squark would first decay'into a gluino: 

Ü.R -* <! + §• (3-14) 

As the lightest neutralino \ ° is supposed to be the LSP, all SUSY particles will even
tually decay into x°\- At high energies and masses in general cascade decays of SUSY 
particles occur leading to a rather complex decay pattern. This has a strong influence 
on the experimental signature of SUSY particles, in particular on the classical 'missing 
energy' signature. (In the following missing momentum will be denoted by /£.) According 
to eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) some of the SUSY particles may also decay into Higgs particles. 
Therefore, the actual masses and couplings of the Higgs particles will influence some of 
the signatures. As is well known radiative corrections may appreciably change the Higgs 
masses compared with their tree level values [7, 8). 

The formulae for the various cross sections and decays have been worked out by several 
authors, see [12], where a rather complete list of references is given. In the Appendix we 
present the formulae for the cross sections of the reactions (3.1 - 3.6), and for the three-
body decays (3.7) and (3.8). The formulae for the two-body decays (3.9) and (3.10) can 
be found in [12, 13), and for the sfermion decays (3.11 - 3.13) in [12]. 
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Fig. 2: Cross section for 
e +e~ -+ xfxj", as a function of 
M and ft, for Js = 190 GeV, 
m 5 = 300 GeV, tanjS = 4. 
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Fig. 3: Cross section for 
e + e X°iX% (e+c-) + / 
(one-sided), as a function of M 
and ft, for v ^ = 190 GeV, 
mj = mi> = m7- = 300 GeV, 
tan/3 = 4. 

hi (GeV) 

H (G<?10 
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3.1 LBP 200 
The predictions for cross sections will be given for y/s = 190 GeV, assuming an integrated 
luminosity of 500 pb - 1 per year. For earlier studies we refer to [14]. 

3.1.1 Chargino production 

In Fig. 1 we show the region in the (Mtß) plane (for tan/? = 4) which can be explored 
at LEP200 by searching for charginos and neutralinos. The region already excluded by 
unsuccessful search at the Z° is also indicated. For other values of tan ß similar plots are 
obtained. 

The production mechanism for e+e~ —» xt + Xj> 1>J = 1*2, is 7, Z exchange in 
the 5 channel and v exchange in the t channel. The total production cross section for 
e +e~ -» xf + XT ' s shown in Fig. 2 for m? = 300 GeV and tan ß = 4. It can reach 
6 fb. If both M > 90 GeV and |/x| > 90 GeV, the light chargino becomes too heavy to 
be produced at this energy. If |/i| > M then x* is more gaugino-like, and if M > |p| it 
is more higgsino-like. Therefore, sneutrino exchange can have a substantial influence for 
|/ij > M, especially if m* ~ mz- The tan ß dependence is in general weak. 

The decay of the chargino, Xi* ~* X? + / + ", Xi + 1 + 9. l e f t d t o ' t w o sided' events 
with acollinear, acoplannr hard leptons or jets and large missing energy: / + + l~ + ft or 
/* + jets + ft or jets + jets + /J. For m^ = m^ = rrij = 300 GeV and tan ß = 4 we obtain 
for these signatures a rate of 0.07 pb. 0.5 pb, 3.5 pb, respectively. 

A priori, it cannot be excluded that the sneutrino and/or the left slepton II are lighter 
than the chargino. In this unlikely case the chargino would first decay into v or li. This 
would drastically enhance the leptonic signal. 

A recent detailed study of chargino production at LEP200 is given in [15]. 

3.1.2 Neutralino production 

As can be seen in Fig. 1 the SUSY parameter region for the reaction c +c" —* x\x\ is 
larger than that for chargino production. Here the reaction mechanism is Z exchange 
in the s channel and ti^ exchange in the t and u channel. The Z° couples only to 
the Higgsino components of the neutralinos, whereas the selectron couples only to the 
gaugino-component. For M < \n\ the \° is gaugino-like. whereas for M > \ft\ it has large 
higgsino-components. Therefore, one expects sufficiently large cross sections for M > |/i|. 
Only if mi ~ mz we get sizeable cross sections also in the region M < |//|. The total cross 
section can go up to 1.7 pb (for ?7ig = 300 GeV). 

The x° has the following decay modes: x° —» x?//> and xtff' if kinematically allowed. 
This leads to one-sided events. In Fig. 3 we show the cross section for e +c" -+ x?X° ~~' 
(e +e~) + ft as a function of M and //. for m* = mj = nj,- = 300 GeV and tan/? = 4. The 
cross section for e+e~ -+ x?.Y? ~* (Jet J e t + i> is approximately a factor 20 higher and can 
reach 1.3 pb. 

If the sneutrino is lighter than the x°, and the x° has a non-vanishing Z-'mo component, 
then the decay x§ -* v + P would dominate, where the sneutrino is invisible. Then the x° 
would be produced undetectable 

In the case of a light slepton, m\ < m^o, the x? would first decay into /"* +/*, yielding 
strongly enhanced leptonic rates. 
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Fig. 4: Branching ratios for e& 
decays into charginos and 
neutralinos, as a function of /t, for 
m J w i = 80 GeV, M = 80 GeV, 
tan£ = 4, sin 20 w = 0.23. The 
curves correspond to the following 
transitions: 

• into the light chargino xf 
• into the heavy chargino \f 

a 
A 

into*? 
into xl 
into xl 

Fig. 
c +e-

5: Cross section for 
-+ *L,R + h,R -+ c + c" + f, as 

a function of M and /i, for 
y/s = 190 GeV, 
m«'t = m«n = SO GeV, tan/? = 4. 

M(G*V; 

p. (GeV) 
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3.1.3 Selectron production 

Here the reactions e +e" -» c% + ejj, ej + e£, e* + ejj can occur. The reaction mechanism 
for selectron pair production e + e" -»e£+e£, eJi+eÄ, *S (?> ̂ ) exchange in the 5 channel 
and x? exchange in the t channel. The process e +e~ -» e* + i% receives only i-channel 
contributions. 

The total cross section O(CL*L + *fl*Ä + 2(CLCR)) varies between 0.75 and 1.75 pb for 
m; = SO GeV, depending mainly on the SUSY parameter M and only weakly on ft and 
tan/?. 

e £ and e Ä decay differently: II -» ejft.exj.i'xr» ** -* «X?»«Xj. where x° and X\ 
further decay until x? is produced. The decay pattern of CR is simpler because the direct 
decay into the LSP dominates. For illustration we show in Pig. 4 the branching ratios for 
et decays as a function of ft for miL = SO GeV, M = SO GeV, Ixtxß = 4. As can be seen, 
cascade decays are possible if approximately M < miL or |/t| < m; t . 

In Fig. 5 we show the cross section for the 'classical' signature e+e~ —» e + + e~ + j$, 
as a function of M and /i, for m; = SO GeV, tan/? = 4. Notice that the parameter region 
covered by LEP at the Z° is left out. The region |//| > 120 GeV for M > 160 GeV is 
excluded because the selectron would be heavier than (he LSP. The cross section for this 
signature can reach a value of 1.5 pb. It can also be seen that the rate is much smaller 
where cascade decays are possible. 

In e+e~ —» ptjtiiZ.a there is only (2,7) exchange. Hence the total cross section is 
smaller, a = 0.19 pb for m* = SO GeV. 

3.1.4 Sneutrino Production 

In the MSSM there is only a left-sneutrino v = vi. The reaction e +e" —* ve + vt has 
contributions from Z° exchange in the J channel and \f exchange in the t channel. 

The total cross section can go up to 3 pb for mj = SO GeV. The sneutrino can, however, 
only be seen if it decays in a cascade, v —» e~Xi" —» £~X?//', or v -* ujß -* "X?//: 
because the direct decay into the LSP, v —» v\\. ' s invisible. Such visible decays can 
occur only if M < m^ or \ft\ < m^,. Possible signatures are the one-sided events: e+e~ 
(or e"//+) -f /J, e~jets 4- f>, jets -j- /5, and the two-sided events: (ejets) + (e jets) + f5, etc. 
Fig. 6 shows the rate for e +c" —» vv -+ (e+e~) + ji (one-sided), as a function of M and //, 
for m^ = SO GeV und tan,# — 4. The cross section for e*e~ —* vv -* (ejet + /$ is roughly 
a factor of 7 higher. 

3.2 e + e" collisions at 500 GeV 
It is conceivable that SUSY particles only show up at energies of several 100 GeV. In this 
case an e +e~ collider with an energy well above 200 GeV would be well suited to test the 
idea of supersymmetry. Presently, several options for a linear e +e" collider in the energy 
range \/s — 0.5 - 2 TeV are being discussed [16]. Most recently, detailed studies on the 
physics potential of such a collider at y/'s = 500 GeV were performed (17). This step in 
energy would considerably enlarge the explorable parameter range. Experiments at such 
a collider would allow a crucial test of the MSSM. In particular, if no Higgs particles 
were found, the MSSM would be ruled out {18]. It is therefore appropriate to study the 
SUSY particle production reactions (3.1 - 3.6) and the decays of these particles also at 
this energy. A detailed study is given in [ij], A new feature is that also the higher mass 
states of the charginos and the neutralinos may be accessible, and cascade decays play a 
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Fig. 6: Cross section for 
e + e - - » w - » ( e + e - ) + ^ 
(one-sided), as a function of At 
and )*, for y/s = l% GeV, 
% = 80 GeV and tan0 = 4. 
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more important role than at lower energies. For the following predictions of event rates 
we shall assume an integrated luminosity of 20 fl>-1 per year. 

A study of SUSY particle production in e +e" collisions at y/s = 2 TeV is given in (12). 

3.2.1 Chargino production 

Besides the pair production of the lightest chargino, e+e~ -» XiXii * ' s o t n e reactions 
e +e~ -» xf X* and e +e" -> xtxi a r e possible. The parameter region in the (A/,/t) plane 
(for tan ß == 4) accessible by these reactions is shown in Pig. 7. Notice that the contour 
lines m-± + m-± = const are straight lines in the (M,fl) plane. If M > \p\, then xf 
is more higgsino-like and xf more wino-like, and vice versa for M < |/t|. The chargino 
masses are approximately M and \fi\. 

In Fig. 8 we show the total cross section as a function of M and ft for y/l — 500 GeV, 
tan ß = 4, m* = 600 GeV. The cross section can go up to 550 fb. If both M > 250 GeV 
and |/i| > 250 GeV the light chargino becomes too heavy to be produced at this energy. 
It should be noted that for M < 250 GeV there is a dependence on the sneutrino mass. 
The cross section is smaller by 50 % for mj = 100 GeV than for mp = 600 GeV. This can 
be explained by a destructive interference between the Z and v exchange and because the 
v couples only to the gaugino component of the chargino which is dominant for M < \ft\. 
The tan/? dependence is in general weak. 

In a restricted range of parameters the chargino xf can also decay first into x° ( $ e e 

eq. (3.7)), although the direct decay into \-, is still the dominant one. In a certain region 
of parameters the xf can decay into real W*'s, xf —* \\ + IV*. 

The signatures are 'two-sided' events with acollinear, acoplanar, hard leptons or jets 
and large missing energy. The rate for e f e" —• xfxT ~* e * + c ~ +7̂  c a n S° up to 7 fb (for 
ma = mi = m, = 600 GeV, tan/? = 4) leading to 140 events/year, assuming an integrated 
luminosity of 20 fb - 1 . The rates for the other signatures, e+e~ —» xf +x~ —» e+jets+/J and 
e +e~ —• xf + Xi -* jets +jets + j> are larger than the rate for electrons oy approximately 
a factor 14 and 50, respectively, if the masses of the exchanged scalar particles are much 
larger than m\y. If they are around mw., then these ratios are different for M < 250 GeV. 

In the case that the sneutrino and/or the left-slepton are lighter than the chargino, 
the leptonic decay rates would again be strongly enhanced. 

A Monte Carlo study of e +e" -+ xf xT taking into account beamstrahlung, background 
processes, and detector simulation, has been performed in [20]. The most severe Standard 
Model background is IV* pair production, which can be reduced by appropriate cuts. 

We now discuss the production of a heavy chargino, e+e~ -» xf +\1- The production 
cross section is shown in Fig. 9 as a function of M and ft, for tan ß — 4, and mp = 600 GeV. 
It can go up to 50 fb. The heavy chargino may have quite a complex decay pattern 
because in general it decays in cascades until the LSP is produced. Two-body decays into 
real IV*'s, Z's, and Higgs particles, eq. (3.9), are possible in a large region of parameter 
space. The x* and xf then further decay. An interesting signature is therefore given by 
e+e~ -* xf X? -* Z + X. The corresponding rate can reach a value of 20 fb yielding 400 
events per year. However, this rate depends more sensititvely on the SUSY parameters, 
especially on the masses of the Higgs particles. 

In a smaller region of the parameter space (see Fig. 7) pair production of the heavy 
chargino is possible, e +e" —» xf + Xt - Characteristic signatures would be given by the 
decays of xf into real IV's and Z's, e+e~ -+ xf Xj -• Z + Z + X, Z + W* + X, 
W+ + W~ + X. 
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3.2.2 Neutralino production 

At y/s = 500 also higher neutralino states can be produced, e +e~ —* x? + x°. The 
parameter region in the (M,/t) plane accessible by the reaction e +e~ -» X1X2 ' s ag*in 
larger than that by c +e" —* xfxi- If "*z < A/ < M> then x? is approximately 5-
ino-like, x£ is lV3-ino-like, whereas xjj and xj are hijgsino-like. On the other hand, if 
M >\fi\> mz, Xi and \° have large higgsino components, whereas x° and x\ a r e #-ino 
and ]V3-ino-like, respectively. The neutralino masses are approximately M/2, A/, |/i|, and 
H [13, 21]. 

In the paramter domain also accessible for pair production of light charginos, the cross 
section for e + e" -* \1XJ can go up to 200 fb (for m« = 600 GeV). Outside this domain 
this cross section is. unfortunately at most a few fb, unless the mass of the exchanged 
selectron is very small (~ 100 GeV). 

Again, the most interesting signatures for x?X° production are one-sided events. The 
(jet jet + i> can reach 130 fb (for mj = m,- = m; = 

(e +e~) + p would be smaller by a factor of 
cross section for e +e +*- v°v° X1X2 

X? + X°i 600 GeV). The rate for e +c 
approximately 20. 

It turns out that some of the production cross sections for the higher neutralino states 
are comparable to that of e +e~ -+ yfiXv f ° r the higher neutralino states more decay 
channels are open, and, therefore, cascade decays are more likely. This will lead to a more 
complex decay pattern and in general reduce the f> signal. On the other hand, more decays 
into Z's and W± 's are possible leading to multileptons and/or multijets in the final state. 
In addition, the rates will depend more sensitively on the properties of the Higgs sector. 
For a more detailed discussion we refer to [19]. 
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3.2.3 Selectron production 

In the energy range considered the mass difference between iR and it according to eq. (1.1) 
can be quite sizeable. Therefore, in our calculations of selectron production cross sections 
we shall always use eq. (1.1) to relate miR and mc-t to the SUSY arameters m 0 , A/, 
tan ß. Quite generally e^ is lighter than <?&. 

Since the production cross sections depend only weakly on tan ß and /i (apart from 
the region \fi\ < 100 GeV), we present in Fig. 10 the cross section for e +e~ - • i% + e"Ä 
as a function of M and m f R for p = -200 GeV and tan/? = 4. For miR = 200 GeV the 
cross section varies between 50 and 150 fb depending on A/. Notice that according to the 
mass relations, eq. (1.1), there exists a maximal value of M for a given value of mj t and 
me-H. It is M = 410 GeV for m e > = 200 GeV, and M = 240 GeV for miL = 200 GeV, for 
tan/? = 4. 

The cross section for c + e" -+ e£e£ is similar in magnitude to that for e«e*/t production. 
It should be noted that also the cross section for e + e" -» c*+ejj, which has only t channel 
contributions, has a comparable cross section, depending on the SUSY parameters. 

In the mass region considered, the difference in the decay pattern of in and CL is more 
pronounced, and cascade decays are expected to play a more important role. We show 
in Figs. 11a and b the branching ratios ior the in and it, decays into neutralinos and 
charginos, eq. (3.11), as function of // for M — 150 GeV, tan/? = 4, for m.-Ä = 200 GeV 
and m-tL = 200 GeV. 

It is noticeable that in a large region of /x, more precisely |/x| > A/, th*». in decays 
to 100 % into x°. This can be understood because the BR couples only to the 5-ir.o 
component of the neutralinos, and ,\° is essentially a B-ino in this parameter region. For 
\p\ < M, the decays into \ ° a n < * xl a r e significant because here these particles have large 
5-ino components. 

Concerning the li decays, the direct decay into \ ° is not the most important one. For 
\\i\ > M the decay into the light chargino dominates, the branching ratio being between 
40 % and 50 % . For \ft\ < M the decays into x° and xl can have large branching ratios 
because in this region the heavy ncutralinos have large gaugino components. 

Despite the possibility of cascade decays the most interesting signature for pair pro
duction of in or ii is again provided by the two-sided events with acollinear, acoplanar, 
hard electrons plus missing energy. The rate for e + e" —• e^e^ —» e + + e~ -f j> can go 
up to ISO fb for mm - 200 GeV and tan/? = 4, whereas the corresponding one for 
e + e" -• e£e£ —• e + + c" + / reaches 60 fb. 

A Monte Carlo study of selectron production is given in [22]. 

3.2.4 Sneutrino production 

The cross section for e + e" -* vt + vt is in general higher than that for selects production 
because the Z° and the charginos couple more strongly. For mzt — 200 \.\\f the cross 
section can reach 700 fb. 

The sneutrino can only be observed if it decays first into a chargino or a higher mass 
neutralino (see eq. (3.12), which then decays into leptons or quarks. Only if M < nizt 

or \fi\ < mj e , the sneutrino is visible. It turns out that in this region the decay into the 
light chargino has the largest branching ratio. Therefore, the important signatures are 
again one-sidcl and two-sided events with hard leptons and jets, as already discussed for 
LEP200 (see Sect. 3.1.4). More details on pair production of sneutrinos as well as of the 
other sfermions (/»£,/?, i/„,W£,/?,rf/„fl e^c-) can be found in [19]. A Monte Carlo study of 
smuon production is given in [23]. 
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4 pp Collisions 
In pp collisions one expects the strongly interacting SUSY particles, giuinos and squarks, 
to be produced with the largest cross section of all s '*>*»rsymmetric particles [24, 25]. 

The basic processes for gluino and squark production in hadronic collisions are [26] 

(4.1) 
(4.2^ 
(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

For example, for a giuino mass m$ = 500 GeV one obtains at >/s = 16 TeV, the design 
cm. energy of the LHC, a production cross section of ~ 50 pb for pp -* gg + X. Similarly, 
for a squark mass :\/$ = 500 GeV one gets a cross section of ~ 15 pb for pp —* qq + X. 
Assuming an integrate-! luminosity of 10s pb" 1 this would mean a rate of 5 x 106 gluino 
pairs and 1.5 x10 6 squark pairs per year. For the SSC one obtains a cross section a » 10 pb 
for pp -* gg + X at y/s = 40 TeV and m, — 1000 GeV. Taking an integrated luminosity 
of 104 pb" 1 yields 10s such events per j ir. 

If squarks are heavier than giuinos then the giuinos produced decay into 

(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.3) 
(4.9) 

(4.10) 

Here we distinguish between decays into light quarks q and those which involve the top 
quark because they show a different decay pattern. This is due to the fact that in the 
decays (4.7) and (4.9) the top Yukawa coupling and additional quark mass terms are 
important. The decays (4.6 - 4.9) proceed via virtual squark exchange. The decay into a 
gluon, eq. (4.10), is possible via quark-squark loops, the t — i contribution being the most 
important one. It is not negligible in certain regions of the SUSY parameter space. 

In the mass range for giuinos and squarks we shall consider, also the charginos and 
neutralinos will be heavy. Therefore, in most cases they will decay into W*,Z° or Higgs 
particles and lower mass states of charginos or neutralinos according to eqs. (3.9) and 
(3.10). If these two-body decays are kinematically not allowed, Mie three-body decays, 
eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), may also become important. Thus in general one has cascade decays 
of giuinos. They end when the lightest supersymmetric particle x\ , s reached. The final 
states can therefore contain Z°-bosons, lV±-bosons, neutral and charged Higgs-bosons, 
leptons and jets and missing momentum from the lightest neutralino and the neutrinos. 

If the giuinos are heavier than the squarks, then squark production will be more im
portant. In the case of light quark flavours the squarks then decay according to eq. (3.13). 
For the following decays of the top squark and the bottom squark 

h,R -» t + X°i (4.Ü) 
U -* b + xt (4-12) 
h - t + 'x7 (4-13) 

?-rq + xl 
t + i+tf 
q-f-r+xf. i 
t + i + x7, i+b + xt 

> - 0 
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Fig. 11a: Branching ratios for 
e^ —» e~x°, as a function of p, for 
rmLR = 200 GeV, M = 150 GeV, 
tan ß =; 4, sin2 0 W = 0.23. The 
curves correspond to the following 
transitions: 
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Fig. l i b : Branching ratios for 
11 —» e~x°, "XT» as a function of 
/z, for mH R = 200 GeV, 
,\/ = 150GeV,tan/? = 4, 
sin2 0w = 0.23. The curves 
correspond to the following 
transitions: 

• into the light chargino Xi 
• into the heavy chargino x* 
o into x° 
• into x^ 
A into Xa 
o into x°-
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it is again necessary to take into account the top Yukawa coupling. (Notice that the 
Yukawa coupling terms in it —* b + xt a n a < &*-"•* + X? a r e proportional to the bottom 
quark mass which we shall neglect here.) 

The neutralinos and charginos again decay as described above. Also '»ere a variety of 
cascade decays is possible until the lightest neutralino is produced. 

For illustration we show in Fig. 12 the domains in the (Af,/i) plane (for tan# = 4) 
where for a squark with a mass of 500 GeV cascade decays are kinematically possible 
(domain I), or where only transitions into the lightest neutralino are allowed (domain 
II). For a gluino with a mass of 500 GeV the same picture as in Fig. 12 is valid taking 
M ~ 0 . 3 n i j . 

In pp collisions sleptons, charginos and neutralinos could also be produced by the 
Drell-Yan mechanism, but their cross sections are smaller [27] and are not considered 
here. 

4.1 Gluino decays and signatures 
In order to understand the complex decay pattern of gluinos and squarks it is necessary 
to consider the individual steps in the cascade. For the decays we have used the formulae 
as given in [28] where a complete list of these is presented. 

Considering first only the gluino decays into light quarks, g —» q+q+Xi' > a n < ^ leaving 
out the decay g —» g -f \f, the overall picture of gluino decays would be rather simple 
[29] because then only the gaugino components of the neutralinos couple: For \p\ ~ m$jZ 
mainly the heavy chargino and the heaviest neutralino are produced, the light chargino 
and the two lightest neutralinos being mainly higgsinos. For |/*| £ m$/3 the decays into the 
light chargino and the second lightest neutralino would dominate, because here the heavy 
particles are higgsino like. This is illustrated in Fig. 13 for ro$ = 750 GeV and tan ß = 4. 
(Furthermore, we have taken M$L = -U,-, = 2m$, a, = 0.1, and sivfQw = 0.23.) 

This simple picture is changed if in the decays g -+ t + t + x°> g -* t + b + x,~, 
g -» b + t + xf the top mass is taken into account [28, 30]. (We take m, = 150 GeV.) 
In the parameter domain |/t| £ m$/3 the dominant transition of these decays is now that 
into the light chargino, contrary to the simple picture described above. For |/i| > m$/3 the 
influence of the Yukawa coupling terms is smaller because the higgsino-like particles are 
now heavy and, therefore, reduce the phase space, a feature which is even more pronounced 
for smaller gluino masses. 

The decays g -* g -f x? p ' a v a minor role. In the cases considered the sum of the 
branching ratios for g -+ g + xf is a few percent. It can, however, be larger for smaller 
gluino masses and smaller tan^ [28, 30]. 

The branching ratios for g -+ x° + q + q (or g) and g —» xf + q + q\ summed over 
all quark flavours including the top quark, are shown in Fig. 14 as a function of y. for 
m$ = 750 GeV, tan 3 = 4. For |/i| ~ nij/3 there are substantial transition rates into 
the light charg'mo and the light neutralinos. For |//| > mj/3 the transitions into the light 
chargino and the second lightest neutralino are the most important ones. Notice that the 
branching ratio for the decay into the lightest neutralino is only about 15 percent. It is 
smaller than that of the decay into xl because for larger |/i| the x° is mainly a B-ino 
and the x° a lV3-ino. Notice that the decay into xjj appears due to g -» g + x\ a n < ^ 

3-t + i+xl 
Next we discuss some interesting signatures for gluino production p + p —> g + g + X 

(assuming that the squarks are heavier than gluinos). The 'classical' signature would be 
that both gluinos go directly into the lightest supersymmetric particle x?, leading to events 



Fig. 12: Supersymmetry 
parameter space (A/, ft) for 
decays of a squark with 
M,- = 500GeV,tan/? = 4. 
Domain I: Cascade decays 
possible. 
Domain II: Only transitions into 
X? possible. 
Also shown the region covered 
by LEP200. For a gluino with 
nij = 500 GeV the same figure 
is valid taking M a 0.3m$. For 
another squark mass an 
analogous figure holds if M and 
H are scaled by the ratio of the 
squark masses. 
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Fig. 13: Branching ratios for the 
decays £-+ q + q + x?, 
g -* u + d + x,r plus d + ü + xf. 
neglecting all quark masses, as a 
function of /x for m-9 = 750 GeV 
and tan ß = 4. Here the decays 
9 -* 9 + X? a r e kft out. We have 
taken M$u — MjH = 2m$, 
a, = 0.1, and sin20\v = 0.23. The 
curves correspond to the following 
transitions: 

• into the light chargino xf 
• into the heavy chargino x* 
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Fig. 14: Branching ratios for 

9 -* xf + 9 + ? Plus XJ+9 + ?'» 
summed over all quark flavours, as 
a function of /*, for m$ = 750 GeV 
and tan ß = 4. We have taken 
m, = 150 GeV, Affc = MjR =2mh 

a, = 0.1, and s i n ' V = 0.23. The 
curves correspond to the following 
transitions: 

• into the light chargino xf 
into the heavy chargino xt 
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Fig. 15: The branching ratios for 
the two produced gluinos to go 
directly into X\ and 2x°; i.e. 
9 + 9-+Xi+X( ),and 
9 + 9-*xi + X°i + X ( - - - ) , 
(where X does not contain another 
X?) for m-g = 1000 GeV as a 
function of /<, for tan ß = 4. We 
have taken mt = 150 GeV, 
Mfc = MjR = 2mj, a, — 0.1, and 
sin2 0»v = 0.23. Also shown the 
region covered by LEP200. 



with large missing energy. This is shown in Fig. 15 for m$ = 1000 GeV. The branching 
ratio for both gluinos going directly into the LSP is at most a few percent. Thus with 
an integrated luminosity of 105 pb~' one could expect ~ 10 3 such events at the LHC. 
Similarly at the SSC one would have 2 x 103 such events. The probability that only one 
gluino decays directly into \° is higher and can go up to 30 percent, as also shown in 
Fig. 15. The region in p which will be explored by LEP 200 is also indicated. 

A further interesting signature would be two Z°'s in the final state which originate 
from the cascade decays. Fig. 16 shows the branching ratio for g + g —* 2 Z° + X for a 
gluino mass of 1000 GeV. (We have taken the mass of the Higgs particle A0, m ô = SO GeV, 
and the masses of all other Higgs particles much heavier.) The branching ratio can go up 
to 10 % , but there is a strong dependence on the SUSY parameter ft. 

Fig. 16 also shows the branching ratios for g •+ g -* 4/«'s, 5/*'s, and 6/J 'S. Here it is 
summed over all events with muons coming from Z°, W*, i-quark decays into 61V, and 
three-body decays of charginos and neutralinos. Over a large range of \i the four muon 
rate is about 10" 4. 

We want to emphasize that some details of the 2 Z° and inultimuon rates depend on 
the mass spectrum in the Higgs sector. If the decay of a chargino or a neutralino into a 
Higgs particle is pcssible the other decay rates are reduced. 

A more detailed discussion of gluino signatures is given in [31]. Monte Carlo studies 
taking into account the standard model background (tt, Z°Z° production, etc.) were 
performed and have shown that at the LHC gluinos in the mass range 300 GeV < m-g < 
1000 GeV can be detected [25, 27]. 

4.2 Squark decays and signatures 
As to the squark decays, one has again to distinguish between those into light quarks and 
heavy quarks, and of course between left and right squarks. All cases were discussed in 
detail in [28] where also the corresponding formulae are given. 

If the quark masses can be neglected the pattern of squark decays according to 
eq. (3.13) is again rather simple. The branching ratios for right squarks are then the 
same (independent of flavour) as for right selectrons of the same mass. These are already 
shown in Fig. 11a. For |/i| > M right squarks decay practically 100 % into x?» a n ^ for 
\fi\ < M to more than 90 % into \%. 

Left squarks decay dominantly into charginos as can be seen in Fig. 17 where we plot 
the branching ratios of xiL -* d + xf, u + $ , for jl/j = 1000 GeV. For \ft\ > M {\ft\ < M) 
the transition into the lighter (heavier) chargino has the largest branching ratio due to 
its gaugino nature in this region of ft. Among the decays into neutralinos, for |/i| > M 
(|/*| < M) the transitions into y$ (x?) n a v e a ' s 0 b'g r a t c s as the \ ° (X°) ' s naainly a 
W^-ino in this region of //. A qualitatively similar pattern holds for ii decays. 

The influence of the top quark mass terms in the decays of in is seen in Fig. 13 
where we plot the branching ratios into charginos and neutralinos as a function of ft for 
Mj - 1000 GeV, M = 500 GeV, tan/5 = 4. NTow the decays into charginos become very 
important, for |/i|£ M the decay into \* being the dominant one. In the fj, decays the 
top Yukawa coupling only changes the width of it, -* t + x". 

As to the bi decays, the main differences between these and the decays of Ai appear 
again in the region |//|£ M. Due to the top Yvkawa coupling the width for H -* t + \\ 
becomes the largest one. 

Concerning the signatures for squark production p + p —• q + q + X, one expects 
the direct transition of a squark into the lightest supersymmetric particle x? to be more 
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Fig. 16: The branching ratios for 
g + g->2Z° + X( ), 
g + g-*4n + X( ), 
g + g~+5n + X ( ), 
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Fig. 17: Branching ratios for üi 
decays into charginos and 
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important than for gluinos because right squarks of light flavours decay into_x? to more 
than 90 percent (for |/i|£ Af). Fig. 19 exhibits the branching ratios for q + q -+ x° + X 
and q + q-* xl + Xi+X, i.e. only one of the squarks or both directly decay into x?> for 
A/,- = 1000 GeV, tan/? = 4, and M = 500 GeV. We have averaged over left and right 
squarks and all flavours. It is interesting to note that in a large range of ft the branching 
ratio into two x? is an order of magnitude larger than that into one xj. As a consequence, 
about 40 % of the events where a qq pair is produced will have the 'classical' signature of 
large missing energy. This feature is quite independent of tan ß and holds in a large range 
of squark masses, provided | / i |~ Af. 

Other signatures would be q+q -» ZZ+X,4n + A',5/i + X , etc. They are discussed in 
[31]. Monte Carlo studies [25, 27] have shown that also for squarks a mass reach of about 
1 TeV is possible at LHC. 

5 ep Collisions 
The processes most favourable for finding supersymmetric particles in ep collisions are 
the reactions [32, 33, 34] 

c + p -* i L t R + qL<R + X (5.1) 

e + p _> üL + qL + X, (5.2) 

The basic reaction mechanism is eq —» titR qitn or eg —• vqi scattering via t channel 
neutralino or chargino exchange. The sea quarks and the antiquarks in the proton also 
contribute, though their contribution is smaller. 

The produced slepton or squark decays into the corresponding fermion and a neutralino 
X? or chargino xf, eqs. (3.11 - 3.13). (Here we assume that the gluino is heavier than the 
squarks.) The higher mass neutralinos and charginos then further decay until the LSP is 
reached, see eqs. (3.7 - 3.10). Therefore, also here cascade decays are possible. 

The production cross sections for both reactions (5.1 - 5.2) depend most strongly on 
the sum of the masses of the slepton and squark produced, and of course on the centre of 
mass energy. 

5.1 HERA 
At HERA ep collisions at y/s = 314 GeV will be studied. The design luminosity is 1.5 x 
10 3 1 cm" 2 s - 1 . The reactions (5.1 - 5.2) have been studied for this energy in [33, 34], Cross 
sections larger than 0.1 pb have been found for niij+mj < ISO GeV. If cross sections down 
to 5x 10~2 pb can be measured, the observable mass range extends to 777,̂ +771$ < 200 GeV. 
With the cxisiting experimental bounds on the squark and selectron masses from CDF 
and LEP (see Sect. 2) and within the MSSM, the possibilities of detecting SUSY particles 
at HERA are therefore limited. At a higher cm. energy, e.g. y/s = 450 GeV, the mass 
range m«,* + 771,- < 300 GeV could be explored. 

Relaxing the MSSM by including Ä-parity violating terms would allow single SUSY 
particle production and thus extend the explorable mass region for SUSY particles. For 
further studies we refer to [35]. 

5.2 LBP/LHC 
The LHC will offer the unique possibility of being operated also in the ep collider mode 
at y/s = 1.4 TeV with a luminosity of about 10 3 2 c m " V . Also here the search for SUSY 
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paitides will be an interesting subject. Such an ep collider will substantially extend the 
explorable mass region, especially for selectrons and sneutrinos [36, 37]. 

In Fig. 20 we show the cross section for e~ p -+ CL,R + qt,n + X as a function of the 
sfermion mass, summed over all possible pairs of selectrons and squarks, taking m, = m $, 
for ft = —200 GeV and various values of St. These cross sections are larger than 0.1 pb 
for rnj~ 300 GeV. More generally, the cross section is larger than 0.1 pb for m* + m$ < 
600 GeV. Therefore, sfermions in this mass range would give between 50 and 1000 events 
per year (assuming an integrated luminosity of 500 pb" 1). The production cross section 
for sneutrinos is in general larger than that for selectrons because the chargino couplings 
are stronger than the neutralino couplings. 

In Fig. 20 also the dependence on the SUSY paramter St can be seen. The cross section 
varies approximately within a factor of 2 for mj = m$ = 250 GeV and in the parameter 
range 200 GeV < St < S00 GeV. The dependence on p. and tan ß is rather weak. 

The individual production cross sections for different slepton and squark species are 
very different from each other. a{t~p -* i>L + d[, + X) is in general the largest cross section 
due to the larger couplings of charginos to sleptons and squarks. In selectron production 
ep -+ ii + Ü£, + X has the largest cross section. 

To find suitable signatures of SUSY particle production in ep collisions a proper treat
ment of all the decays is necessary. Selectron, sneutrino and squark decays have already 
been discussed in detail in Sect. 3.2 and 4.2. 

The signatures substantially depend on the supersymmetry parameters M and p, or 
more precisely, whether cascade decays are possible or not. A good signature for selectron 
production is one isolated electron + missing energy on the lepton side. For m; = 250 GeV 
we get a rate of ~ 0.1 pb. A signature for sneutrino production is a lepton pair e +e~ (or 
/i +e~) + missing energy on the lepton side. If cascade decays of the sneutrino are possible 
the cross section for such events is ~ 0.01 pb. More details can be found in [38]. 

Monte Carlo studies taking into account the background have shown that detection of 
selectron and squark production in the mass range mi + rrij < 600 GeV should be possible 
[39]. 

6 Summary 

Here we have presented a systematic and rather complete study of supersymmetric parti
cle production and decay within the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model in e +e", 
pp, and ep collisions at high energies. The prospects of searching for supersyinmetry in ex
periments to be performed at HERA, LEP200, LHC, SSC, LEP/LHC and at a 500 GeV 
e +e~ collider are investigated in the corresponding supersymmetry parameter domain. 
Production and in particular the decays of supersymmetric particles depend in a charac
teristic way on the supersymmetry parameters. A general feature is that cascade decays 
become more important with increasing particle mass, leading to a complex decay pattern. 
Furthermore, this strongly influences the signatures for supersymmtry. Quite generally, 
the "classical" signature, large missing momentum, will be weakened. Instead of it, new 
signatures as IV*, Z°, Higgs particles in the final state will appear. 

Within the next years, experiments at FNAL will extend the mass range for gluinos and 
squarks beyond 200 GeV. At HERA sleptons and squarks are detectable if approximately 
rriifi + m$ < 180 GeV. Non-strongly interacting supersymmetric particles, in particular 
sleptons and charginos, will be observed at LEP200 if their mass is below 90 GeV. 

A big step forward in the search for supersymmetry is possible by the pp colliders LHC 
and SSC. A mass range for gluinos and squarks up to the TeV region will be explored. 
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Fig. 18: Branching ratios for in 
decays into charginos and 
neutralinos for tn -+ 6 + xf> * + X?» 
as a function of ft, for 
Mj = 1000 GeV, M = 500 GeV, 
tan/? = 4. We have taken 
mt = 150 GeV, a, = 0.1, 
s\n70w = 0.23. The curves 
correspond to the following 
transitions: 

• into the light chargino xf 
• into the heavy chargino xf 
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Fig. 19: The branching ratios for 
the two produced squarks to go 
directly into jfi and 2x°, i.e. 
? + ?-X? + * ( )and 
«+?-»*? + *? + * ( - - - ) , 
(where X does not contain anoth"-
Xj) as a function of fi for 
Mh = M f Ä = 1000 GeV, 
M = 500 GeV, tan ß = 4. We have 
averaged over left and right 
squarks and all flavours. We have 
taken mt = 150 GeV, a, = 0.1, 
sin2 Ow - 0.23, m/,o = 80 GeV and 
all other Higgs particles heavy. 
Also shown the region covered by 
LEP200. 
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Fig. 20: Cross section for 
e + p - » e + g + A", summed over 
all left and right selectron and 
squark flavours, as a function of 
the sfermion mass taking 
mi = m$, for tan ß = 4, for 
ft = -200 GeV and 
M = 200 GeV ( ), 400 GeV 
( ), 800 GeV ( ).. 

Missing momentum as well as Z°'s and multileptons in the final state serve as good signa
tures. If LEP/LHC will also be operated in the ep collider mode, then it will be possible 
to cover a mass range for selectrons and sneutrinos according to m^ + m$ < 600 CeV. A 
linear e + e~ collider with cm. energy of several hundred GeV up to 2 TeV would offer the 
unique possibility of exploring the properties of the non-strongly supersymmetric parti
cles. We have studied in detail supersymmetric particle production at a 500 GeV e + e" 
collider. Such a collider would allow us to rule out the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard 
Model if no Higgs particle will be found. Moreover, it would extend the mass range of 
charged supersymmetric particles up to almost 250 GeV. 

Concerning the explorable SUSY parameter range, a 500 GeV e + e" collider is roughly 
comparable to the LHC. Whereas at the LHC the strongly interacting SUSY particles up 
to a high mass can be detected, an c+C* collider is best suited for a detailed study of 
the non-strongly interacting SUSY particles. This would be necessary for fixing the SUSY 
model and its parameters. 

A Appendix 
A.l Chargino and neutralino mixing 
The chargino mass matrix as defined in (2,4] is diagonalized by two unitary 2 x 2 matrices 
U and V, 

xt^Vrft, xT^UirfJ, t - 1 , 2 (A.l) 



where 
0 / = (-iX\ * y , *J = HA", 4&t) (A.2) 

with A*, and 0J^, 0^ the two-component spinors of the lV±-ino, and the charged hig
gsinos Hft Hf, respectively. The two-component spinors xt *nd X? **c combined to the 
four-component Dirac spinors of the charginos: 

•Hi) t = l,2. (A.3) 

Explicit formulae for the elements of U and V can be found in [15]. 
The 4 x 4 neutralino mass matrix as defined in [2, 4] is diagonalized by the 4 x 4 

unitary matrix JV, 
X?«JV«*J > = M (A.4) 

in the basis 

' tf; = H'A-r. -*A* lAw, cos ß - tf„7 sin A $,, sin /? + ^ cos 0) (A.5) 

with Â , \z, 0ff, and v ^ denoting the two-component spinor-fields of the photino, Z-
ino, and the neutral higgsinos, respectively. The four-component Majorana spinors of the 
neutralinos ,\° are then constructed from the two-component spinors x°-

A.2 Chargino production 
The cross section for e+e~ -+ xfxj >s given by [40]: 

da d<7^ daz , &<Ji da^z , da^ dffza .. c . 
ä=-dT + -dT + -dT + -ir + -dT + -dT ( A 6 ) 

[(A/1

J-«p/?-u) + p/?-0(M/-0] + 
4 W + ^O^O^V/.-A/^ " W - WWW ~ M)*)7) 

[(A/? - u)(A/? - «) - (A/? - t)(MJ - «)]) (A.S) 

IT = ^ ^ ( ^ ) J ( V ; , ) W - 0 ( A / / - O (A.9) 

[(A/? - u)(A/? - u) + (A/? - t)(MJ - 0 + 2MtMis] - (A.10) 

( £ . - * . ) ( < V - 0 / ) [ ( A / ? -u)(A/? - « ) - (A/? - t){MJ -1)]\ 
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Tab. 1: The coefficients as appearing in eqs. (A.IS - A.23) for the cross section 
qn^K- Here t = ^sinliK, e > 0, and e, is the charge of the quark in units of e. +--e T e 

The couplings are given in Appendix A.6. Notice that A$K = B"K = A™ = A%j{ = 0. 

dt 
dozi j<Rc(4(lW(')), v v 

-LtViiVji dt 16-S2COS20JK 

[0;/(A/? - t)(MJ -1) + OJ/W^/i *) 

(A.ll) 

(A.12) 

where Dz = (s - m| + im^rz) - 1 , £)» = (*- m?)~ l. A/,- is the (positive valued) mass 
of the chargino xf, and ?/,• = ±1 is the sign of the corresponding mass eigenvalue. The 
couplings Lei R** 0\j"R a r e g' v « n »n Appendix A.6. 

A.3 Neutralino production 
The cross section for e*e~ -» x?X° « giv<n by [40]: 

It = IT + IT * IT (A.13) 

dt 

[(m? - u)(mj - u) + (m? - 0(mj - i) - 2»,-ifom,-mjj] (A.14) 

IA t (0lV. ? -0K-0 + 

l * V « ) l V ? - u)(m] - u) - 2 Re(0« t (Oß«\("))w>™^ 

(/J/3)a[i^i«wiV?-o(m}-o+ 
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a* 

Ißi.MIVi " ")("•' - «) - 2 ReCiiiCW»(«))W>M»i*] } (A.15) 

tfL 

[*./5/5 Dtl(t) ((m? - o K - 0 - mm™**) + 

^e-t(u) ((m? - u)(m? - «) - w"."»;*) -

% ( 0 ((m? - Vim2; - 1 ) - 7.«?im,miS) + Rtftiftj 

#«*(«) ((m? - u)(m? " u ) ~ Wj;«*,•»»,•«) J, (A.16) 

where .Dz = (5 - m\ + im^r^)"1, i?j t t Ä(x) = (x - m\L Ä ) _ 1 . m,- is the (positive valued) 
mass of the neutralino xf» and 17,- = ±1 is the sign of the corresponding mass eigenvalue. 
The couplings 0"jL'R, f%'R are given in Appendix A.6. 

A.4 Sfermionproduction 

The cross section for e +e" —• /W/A'» where / is a slepton or a squark (H, K = L or R), 
is given by [40): 

da d<ry dcz d<Tji da^z ^°ix • ^°Zx 

It~ It IT+IT IT + 1T ~dT' 

^a1 _ AHK 

IT ~ ** 
i«-MlMl) 

daz „A*l-M)M}) 

f - * — - ^ ( E ^ A W ) + 
^rjiTjjjmrnjB^Di^Djit) 

(A.17) 

(A.18) 

(A.19) 

».; 

££££ = A«P JB-J*LMDM) 

dff7. (ut-M) M}) „ „__ 

(A.20) 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

(A.23) 

where Dz = {s-m\ + imzTz)~l> A ( 0 - (* - ^n})"1. mi is the (positive valued) mass of 
the exchanged neutralino x? o r chargino xf, and >?< == ±1 is the sign of the corresponding 
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Tab. 2: The coefficients as appearing in eqs. (A.13 - A.23) for the cross section 
e T e" -» ft/fxt / = *>&> f> &«> v»> Vf The couplings are given in Appendix A.6. 
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Tab. 3: Coefficients in eqs. (A.25 - A.30) for hadronic chargino decays. The couplings are 
given in the Appendix A.6. Notice that A? = A* = A*t = A% = A*, = B*t = B% = 0. 

mass eigenvalue. MjH is the mass of the produced sfermion ///. Here mj = 0 has been 
taken for the corresponding fermion / . The coefficients A!f'K, A"'K etc. are given in Tab. 1 
and 2. 

A.5 Three-body decay 

The width for the decay of a chargino or neutralino into a lighter chargino or neutralino 
and a fermion pair is given by [34]: 

T(Xi -» Xk + / / ' ) = , 0

 a<n 3 [dSdi(Wt + W, + Wu + Wfu + W,t + Wtu) (A.24) 
323- sin Owtnj J 

W. = 

wt = 

w% = 

jj^ipr(^.(mf-f)(f-m2) + 

B,{m] - ü)(ü - m\) + 2C,TjiT]kmimk3j 

,t(m7-Q(i-m» ^ M - t y f - m l ) 

*L K - ")(" - mD , ,fl \ml- fi)(fl - mg) 
"• (C - Jl#2)a + u (O-W 

(A.25) 

(A.26) 

(A.27) 
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Tab . 4 : Coefficients in eqs. (A.25 - A.30) for leptonic chargino decays. The couplings are 
given in the Appendix A.6. Notice that Af = A * = A*t = A*t = A * u = B% = B*u = 0, 

W,t = 

Ai 2ijit]kmimks n lj]iT]kmimks 
«II IÄ {i-Ml){ü-M\) 

(A.2S) 

+ 

U{t-Ml){ü-Ml) 
ry 

(i- M7)(s - M2) (A«(mi ~ W~ mü + BfaiVkmiTriks) 

(L ~ R) (A.29) 

(ü-M2)(s-M2) (A"tä " s K f i " m * ) + ^ « W W " 1 * 5 ) + 

(L ~ /?). (A.30) 

m,- is the (positive valued) mass of the chargino or neutralino Xi, and 77; = ±1 is the 
sign of the corresponding mass eigenvalue, M, is the mass of the IV*, Z, exchanged 
in the S channel. Mi, MR denote the masses of the left and right sfermion exchanged 
in the t- and ü channel. The range of integration for 5 and i is given by the bounds, 
»min = 0, smax = (m,- - mk)

2, tmin,mox = l/2(m? + m\ - 5 =F ^/A(m?,m^S)), A(a, 6,c) = 
a 2 + b2 + c2 - lab - 26c - 2ca. The coefficients A„ B„ etc. are given in Tab. 3 - 6 . 

A.6 Couplings 

//* = - ^ [ ^ ^ ( ^ / - c / s i n ^ ^ i V M + e/sin^viVfc,] (A.31) 
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Tab. 5: Coefficients in eqs. (A.25 - A.30) for x? -* xlff- The couplings are given in the 
Appendix A.6. 
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Tab. 6: Coefficients in eqs. (A.25 - A.30) for x? -• jft//'. The couplings are given in the 
Appendix A.6. Notice that An = A* = /t* = 4 * * 4*, = £ * = B*u « 0. 



jfk = -yfic j sin Ow (tin OwNk2-Nu) (A.32) 
Lf = Ttf-ejsirtOw (A.33) 
#/ = -tf sin7 Ow (A-34) 

Oj = -(A^cos /9-;V, 3sin/3)^+(A'„sin^ + iV ljCosM^i (A.35) 

Oj = (iVt4sinj3 + M 3 cosi9)^ + (JV,,sinö,ir + M j c o s M ^ i (A.36) 

0'aL = -K-ify-jWalfe + M « » 2 ^ (A.37) 

0 | , H = - ü n l f o - ^ W k + M * * ^ (A.38) 

0 S L = -^^cosß^Nnsmß^N^cosß + N^smß) 

+- (-iVf3 sin ß + Afa cos 0) (-;V,3 sin ß + Nj4 cos ß) (A.39) 

<?J* = - 0 J L . (A.40) 

the third component of weak isospin and the charge (in units of e) of 
lave used a convention where the matrices U, V, and A7 are real. 

Here T3/ and c/ are i»c umu WJJJJWJU-UV » 
the fermion / . We have used a convention 
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